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PROGRAM 

Les Corps Glorieux: Sept visions breves 
de la vie des ressuscites 

I. Subtilite des corps glorieux 

II. Les eaux de la grace 

III. L'Ange aux parfums 

IV. Combat de la mart et de la vie 

PAUSE 
(5 minutes) 

V. Force et agilite des corps glorieux 

VI. Joie et clarte des corps glorieux 

VII. Le mystere de la Sainte Trinite 

Olivier Messiaen 
(1908-1992) 

Please refrain from applause until the conclusion. 

NOTES FROM THE COMPOSER 

It bears as subtitle: seven brief visions of the Life of the resurrected. 
The life of the resurrected is free, pure, luminous, colored. The timbres of 
the organ will reflect these characteristics. 

The bodies of the resurrected are immortal. They possess four qualities: 
glory (totally luminous, they are their own light), impassibility (they no long
er suffer, and they have even lost the possibility of suffering), agility (they 
can traverse obstacles and be transported very far in space in an instant, 
with the rapidity of a lightning flash), subtlety (they are no longer tied down 
to earthly necessities such as sleep or hunger; they are spiritualized an per
fectly pure.) Three pieces describe these states: Subtilite des corps g/orieux, 
Force et agilite des corps glorieux, and Joie et clarte des corps glorieux. 

The qualities of the glorified bodies derive from their confirmation in 
grace: one piece is thus consecrated to Les eaux de la grace. The Resurrec
tion and glory of the resurrected have for their cause and for their model the 
resurrection of Christ of which the first and sublime moment is evoked in the 
Combat de la mort et de la vie. 

The life of the resurrected is above all a life of contemplation and of 
prayer: their prayer is symbolized by incense in the Apocalypse (L'Ange 
aux parfums) - they contemplate and finally comprehend the greatest mys
tery of our faith, the God in three persons (Le mystere de la Sainte Trinite). 
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I. {The) Rarified State of the Glorified Bodies 

"Their bodies, sown as animal bodies, will be resurrected as spiri
tual bodies. And they will be pure as the angels of God in heaven." 
(St. Paul, First Epistle to the Corinthians XV.· 44, Gospel according 
to St. Matthew XXII: 30) 

Perfect spirituality and purity. The music is a monody, without 
accompaniment. It alternates three cornets of different intensity. 
(The timbre of the organ cornet is rich in harmonics: it is luminous 
and round - it is one of the most characteristic "solo" timbres of the 
instrument.) The whole piece mixes melodic construction by means 
of neumes, as in plainchant, and rhythms of unequal values in which 
will be found the amphimacre and the third Greek epitrite. Some 
brief inflections which recall the antiphon Salve regina, in homage 
to the Holy Virgin, Queen of the glorified bodies, will also be found. 
The melody cadences always take place on a descending augmented 
fourth. 

II The Waters of Grace 

"The lamb, which is in the middle of the throne, will lead the elect to 
the springs of life." ( Revelation VII: 17) 

Cascade of the symbolic river of grace which flows in the heaven
ly city. The strange "liquid" character of the music has two causes: 
poly-modality and registration. "Modes of limited transposition" are 
super imposed - they modulate from one superimposition to another. 
Disposition of the timbres: (a) principal theme in chords, on the 
gambe, voix celeste, bourdon 16; (b) a first moderately fast counter
point, in the pedale, on the flute 4; (c) a second rapid counterpoint 
in the left hand, on the cor de nuit, nazard, tierce. All this takes place 
at the same time. 

III The Angel with the Incense 

"The smoke of the incense,formed by the prayers of the saints, as
cended from the hand of the angel before God." (Revelation VIII:4) 

(a) Principal theme, monodic, on the clarinette and nazard, in the 
style of certain Hindu ragas. 
(b) Polymodal and polyrhythmic transition. One hears three "modes 
of limited transposition" superimposed. Likewise one hears, super
imposed, three rhythms: the first rhythm divisible into 7+7+8; a sec
ond rhythm which is the retrograde of the first; a "non retrogradable" 
rhythm divided into two groups with a common central value. 
( c) Variation of the principal theme by a counterpoint of staccato 
chords on the gambe and voix celeste, surrounding the melody given 
to the pedal (which employs a flute 4, nazard, tierce, and piccolo, 
coupled from the manual). 



(d) Emergence of the head of the theme in canon in contrary motion, 
a burst of smoke, a rapid murmur on the bourdons 8, 16, 2. 
(e) Repetition of the polymodal and polyrhythmic transition in a more 
compact combination. 
(f) Brief recall of the theme. 
(g) Pianissimo conclusion on the murmur of the bourdons. 

IV. Combat of Death and Life 

"Death and life have engaged in a stupefying combat; the Author of 
life, after having died, lives and reigns; and he says 'My Father, I am 
resurrected, I am again with you."' (Missal, Sequence, and Introit 
for Easter.) 

A long piece in two parts. The first part, noisy and agitated, is 
the combat proper, that is to say, the sufferings and the cries of the 
Passion of Christ ( death is the understood end). The second part is 
Life. One would have believed it to be rapid and loud: it is, on the 
contrary, soft, calm, serene. It is because it represents the highest, 
the most moving, the most secret moment in the Life of Christ. This 
moment is not recounted in the Gospels - we know only what follows 
it: the trembling of the earth, the sudden light, the angel who rolls 
back the entrance stone, the multiple appearances of the resurrected 
Christ in different places. But Psalm 138, applied by the Church to 
Christ in the Easter Introit, described to us in advance this sublime 
moment when Jesus rises, alive, luminous,first-bornfrom among 
the dead, and, in the sunlit Peace of his Resurrection, addresses to 
his Father this homage of love: "I am again with Thee." 

A resume of the form: (a) solo theme in C minor, in one voice, 
in the lowest register of the basson 16 alone. Struggle of tumultuous
ly alternated chords. (b) Theme in E minor, in two voices, in canon. 
A new tumult of chords. (c) Theme in A-flat major, in three voices, 
in canon. Theme in D minor in the bass, then the tumult of chords. 
(d) A cascade of chords falls in contrary motion against a rising of 
the theme in the bass. Development by elimination. (e) The theme is 
cut in two and continues to be eliminated, in great fortissimo cries. 
A great silence implies the death and resurrection. (f) a large phrase, 
very slow and very long, on the sole theme, in the luminous key of 
F-sharp major, with the color of a "mode of limited transposition," 
and the infinitely serene dialogue of two flutes of different quality 
against a background of the pianissimo voix celeste. 

V. Strength and Agility of the Glorified Bodies 

"Their bodies, sown in weakness, will be resurrected filled with 
strength." (St. Paul, First Epistle to the Corinthians XV: 43) 

The abilities of passing through walls and immediate movement 
in space can amount to a powerful vitality. Vehement and solid, agile 
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and strong: such are the resurrected. The piece is monodic. It utilizes 
the plein-jeu (clear, brilliant), combined with the montres 16, 8,4, 2 with 
some reeds 8 and 4. The groups fused together express the impetuosity 
and the rapidity of the movements, the repeated notes express the simple 
and joyous force with nothing stops. These qualities compare with the 
glorified bodies of the angels: hence the melodic resemblance to the third 
piece (l'Ange aux Parfums). Notice the freedom of the rhythm, the con
trast between the very short and very long, between detached and slurred, 
between equal durations and added values, and the frequent use of the 
Greek meter: amphimacre, second, and third epitrites. The final" burst 
of light" is obtained by a glissando-like spurt on the very high-pitched 
mutations, ending with a chord on the voix-humaine. 

VI. Joy and Brightness of the Glorified Bodies 

"Then the just will be resplendent as the sun in the kingdom of their 
Father." (Gospel according to St. Matthew XIII: 43) 

Brilliance or glory is the first quality of the glorified bodies. Each 
resurrected [body} has its own light, its particular illumination (which 
St. Paul expresses symbolically by saying" "one star differs in bright
ness from another star"). The different brightnesses are rendered by 
changes of timbres. The form is simple: Refrain - first couplet-Refrain 
varied - second couplet - Coda on the Refrain. The melody of the Re
frain (Exuberant,fantasy-like, overflowing with joy) utilizes different 
forms of attacks (from slurred to staccato passing through the loure. It 
is played on the trompettes, the montres 16, the cornet, with a clarion 4. 
The chords which accompany it have a strange sonority, highly spiced, 
with reflections of flame-color - this timbre mixes: voix humaine, bour
don 16, clarion 4, with a cymbale (all on the recit) and the 16s and 32s of 
the pedale. Contrast between melody and harmonies on the two planes. 
First, the timbres: fullness of the cornet for the melody, brilliance of the 
cymbale for the chords. Then, the rhythms: rhythmic fantasy for the mel
ody, careful regulation of the durations for the chords. All the chords uti
lize the Cretique (or amphimacre) rhythm: long, short, long- but with 
augmentations and diminutions of different qualities: the addition of the 
dot, the addition of double the values, the withdrawal of two-thirds of 
the values. 

VII. The Mystery of the Holy Trinity 

"O Father omnipotent, who, with your only Son and the Holy Spirit, are 
a single God! Not in the unity of a single person, but in the Trinity of a 
single substance." (Missal, Preface for Holy Trinity) 

The entire piece is dedicated to the number three. It has three voices. 
Its form is tripartite, each of the three large divisions itself being a tercet. 
The principal melody is constructed exactly as a plainchant Kyrie, with 
three times three invocations, all terminated by a short melodic refrain 
which replaces the word eleison. The first three invocations (the Father) 
end on the tonic: D. The following three invocations depart from the dom-
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inant (the Son), descend to the tonic (the Word incarnate), return to the 
dominant (Ascension). The last three invocations mix tonic and domi
nant (The Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son). The ninth 
is longer and more ornate. The horizontal homage (in time) is accom
panied by a vertical homage (in space). The low voice (the Father) is 
arhythmic ostinato based on three Hindu rhythms grouped together: rag
avardhana, candrakala, lakskmica - followed by a long duration ( each 
term being separated from the next one by a rest). The middle voice (the 
Son) presents the principal melody. The high voice (the Holy Spirit) pre
pares and resolves its durational accents by long anacruses and long ter
minations. The middle voice is modal, the two others are chromatic and 
atonal. The middle voice has a pure timbre of flute 8, the two others mix 
the 32 and 16 foot stops with the 2 foot, that is, the very low with the very 
high, thereby surrounding the middle voice with a double halo of mystery 
and projecting it forward. The whole piece is a distant and obscure pia
nissimo out of which emerges the middle voice: alone, the Son has ap
proached you visibly by His Incarnation. 
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UPCOMING MESSIAEN CONCERTS 

Concert 5 - Sunday, November 16, 7:00 p.m., Duncan Recital Hall 
Susanne Mentzer, mezzo-soprano 
Brian Connelly, piano 
Program: Harawi. 
Messiaen's largest cycle, the volcanic Harawi - Songs of Love and Death, 
is perhaps the twentieth century's greatest song cycle. 
Presented with short instrumental works. 

Concert 6 - Sunday, November 23, 4:00 p.m., Duncan Recital Hall 
Brian Connelly, piano 
Selections from Catalogue of the Birds (for piano solo). 
Messiaen's rarely-performed "bird music"for piano is some of his most 
difficult, imaginative, and exuberant. This final program includes selections 
from the massive Catalogue of the Birds. Presented with surtitles that 
accompany Messiaen's depictions of birds, landscape, and sky. 

RICE 


